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Friday, May 2, 1969
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Calling U

c:an1pus Briefs
Anglo~Saxon

Good Appetites
Dorm residents appear to have
healthy, normal appetites, as the
· results of a recent Dining Hall's
Food Service Questionnaire show.
Students showed preferences for
hamburgers, french fries, chocolate cake, vanilla ice cream, milk,
sausage and, scrambled eggs.
Other foods rated were such
American favorites as apple pie,
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, roast turkey, roast beef, tossed
salads, and bacon, lettuce, and tomato sandwiches.

Dixie Days
Kappa Alpha (KA) fraternity
wiJJ "secede" from UNM on May
2 and 3 in celebration of their
traditional Old South Dixie Days.
Events planned include an informal party May 2, and a mintjulep lawn party and the annual
"Dixie Ball" dinner on May 3.
The "Dixie Ba11" dinner will be
held at the Albuquerque Sunport
and will include the crowning of
the ICA "Rose."

Professor Michael Capek, of the
English department at Princeton
University, will give a discussion
Thursday, May 8 at 7 p.m. in
Room 220 of Mitche11 Hall.
His discussion is titled, "The
Development of Oral Formulas in
Old Saxon and Anglo-Saxon
Poetry."

Popejoy Medal
Dr. Tom L. Popejoy, who retired last year as president of
UNM, will be the guest speaker
at the May 9 student awards banquet given by the Alumni and
Friends of the Department of
Architecture at the A 1 v a r a d o
Hotel.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive daYB with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Geology Grant
Noel McAnulty, a graduate student in geology, has received the
$750 "Ore Discovery Field Research Grant" from Bear Creek
Mining Company, Tucson, Arizona.
McAnulty will use the grant to
support his dissertation research
in Nacozari, Mexico.
Dr. Vincent Kelley, chairman of
the UNM geology department,
said the Bear Creek grant is designed specifically for a graduate
student whose field work is oriented toward mineral exploration.
McAnulty's dissertation deals
with mapping of mineral deposits
in north-eastern Sonora, Mexico,
and the relationships between
mountain structures and the locations of the many mines in the
area.

Poetry

WHERE: Journalism Building. R<>om
169, afternoons preferably or maiL

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND Unique Coin Purse with S$. Identify & claim. See Jan R. Huzarski at Geology office.

4)

Three to four dozen examples
of functional copies of prehistoric
pottery are being d i s p 1 a y e d
th1•ough May 23 in the Anthropology Museum.
The copies, by Albuquerque
craftsman Prince Pierce, are being shown along with the original
examples.
Some pieces of p ott e r y by
Pierce are also being sold at the
museum sales desk. All money
earned by the sales desk will be
used to purchase needed collection
material for the museum.

5)

Friday. May 2

Speech by Dr. Kurl Klement; .. Phy!loid
(cq) Algae llanltS;" Geology 116; 9 n.m.
li"asl\i9n show for Fnculty Women's Club:
Union; North Ballroom; 1 p,m.
Dance: Newman Center; sponsored by

VigHuntes: ID required, 18 or ov~r; $1
per person: music by the Bounty Hunter&.
KUNM Man About Campus Interview;

with Robert llaldwin of the Anarchist's
Society; 2 :40, 4:20, 8:40 p.m.
Lecture on '"Lasting Values ln the Islamic
Art;" Dr. Zuhdi Faruki; Union room 260;
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 3
Freshman matbematics prize contest;
Marron Hnll; Room 104_, 9 a.m. to neon.
Sunday, Mny 4
UNM Fencing Club Match; Johnson Gym;
Room 184; 10 a.m.
Monday, May 6
Discussion on "The Dilemma of the Arts;"
Fri~nds of Art: Fine Arts Center; 8 p.m.

I

at

Athletic Council Head Urges UNM Continue lnt·ercollegiate Competition

Tuesday, May 6
New Mexico Bilingual Education Association; Room 101 of the college of education
.clnssro.om wing: 7: 30 p.m.
W cdnesday, May 7
Concert Band concerti Popejoy Hall; B: 15
~).m.: subs~ri'Ption or $1.50 for adults and
$1.00 for student•.
Lecture by Leo Kanowitz; on "Women
and Law: the Unfinished Revolution;"
Kiva; 7:30 p.m.

The chairman of UNM's Athletic Council, G. H.
Daub, has sent a letter to President Ferrel Heady
urging that UNM continue intercollegiate athletic competition with BYU.
In his letter to Heady, Daub, a chemistry professor, said, in part "In the Monday, April 28
issue of the New Mexico Lobo, the subject of
breaking ties with BYU again appeared, this
time in the form of an editorial following the
student-faculty meeting at the Lawrence Ranch
near Taos.
"There a1·e several statements made in this
editorial that I feel were inconect and certainly
give the wrong impression to persons reading
these statements."
He said that the situation had "gotten out of
hand" with people making statements that are
"apparently untrue or are being quoted out of
context."
"I firmly believe," Daub wrote, "that we should

Thursday, May 8
Discussion of ' 1The Development of Oral
Formulas in O]d Saxon and Anglo~Saxon
Poetry;" Professor Michael Cap(!k, Princeton University; English department: Mitchell Hall, Room 220; 7 p.m.
Sunday, May 11
Recital by flutist Andrew Bolotowsky;
First Unitarian Church, 3701 Carlisle NE,
2 p.m.
Speech by House Republican leader Gerald
Ford; Johnson Gym; 8 p.m.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Group Rates
Free Film Demonstrations Nightly 6-10

Albuquerque Reading Institute

Arnold H. Greenhouse, M.D.,
has been named chairman of the
newly-formed department of Neurology at the UNM School of
Medicine.
Greenhouse has been acting
chairman of the school's department of medicine. The new chairman of the department of medicine, Dr. Ralph Williams, will
assume his duties April 15.

1417

Central

Daub Criticizes PrOposed BYU Break

is in effeet.

SPEED READING

New Department
Chairman

N.E.

continue having intercollegiate athletic competi~
tion with BYU since it is a bona fide member of
the Western Athletic Conference (WAC) and to
my knowledge has not discriminated against our
athletes, biack or white.
"Coach King has told me that our athletes receive the finest treatment at BYU by both the
staff and the fans. It has been said that BYU
fans are perhaps the best behaved and most considerate fans in the entire conference."
In response to a statement in the April 28 editorial, "UNM black athletes were forced to stay
in motels on the outskirts of Provo whenever a
UNM team was in Provo for an athletic contest,"
Daub said,
"It is true that Lobo teams have been staying
at a motel approximately one mile from downtown Provo. The entire team, coaching staff, and
trainer stayed in this motel, not just the black
athletes."
Daub said that the accommodations at the Road
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UNM students planning an undergraduate journal of anthropology decided this week to entitle
it "Haliksa'i," a Hopi Indian term
meaning "this is the way it is."
Paul Raczka and Ralph Richardson, both UN}\f. sophomores,
were elected as inanag·in~ editors
of the journal for next year.
The group's constitution states
that the purpose of the journal is
to produce a scientific publication
entailing pre-doctoral work by interested persons, applicable to
fields and aspects of anthropology."
The journal will be sub-titled,
'Student Researches in Anthropology."
Raczka and Richardson said
current plans call for the journal
to be published four times a year.
Initially, the journal will be supported by private contributions,
but eventually plans call for it to
be self-sustaining due to membership and subscription fees, Raczka
said.

JAGUAR, 1968, 4.2E Roadster, Excellent
condition and a real bargain. Call Duncan,
264-3180.
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Monday, May 5, 1969

Hot Dogs"

EXPANDING LOCAL BUSINESS needs
three part time men. Average salary $50/
week. 298-1636, 3-4 p.m. Friday anly I
No hippies please I

AUDREY HEPBURN
ALAN ARKIN
RICHARD CRENNA
Lucy Pattie

11VAIT UNTIL DARK

Passed Away

SUMMER WORK. Firm has opening !or
neat undergraduate. Part-time now full time summer. $53.34 to start. For
Fri. interview call 242-4414, 4:00 p.m.,
Fri. only.

Thursday Night.

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and entire West. Good salaries. Free registration period. Southwest Teachers Agency,
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

BeHeld

Desert Scene

~ BasedoolhaPlay.byFREDERICKKNDTT _......,,_, ,_.,,.,..,,...,.~"""'

Services To

TECHNICOLOR" FROM WARNER BROS•• SEVEN ARTS-

May 4, 6:00-9:00
May 3, 7:00-10:00

"A BEAUTIFUL FILM"-rhe New

Yorker

I.D. Required
Only SOc

ROCHESTER, Mich. (UPI)The Pentagon has a defense system "half as expensive" as the
proposed Antiballistic Missile
(ABM) Sen. Philip A. Hart, DMich., said during the weekend.
Hart said the alternative would
be offered should Congress defeat
the ABM system, but added
chances of its defeat will be slim
if the administration keeps up
pressure for its passage.

"A beautiful and sometimes breathtaking exposition
of visual imagery. A free, vigorous cinematic style.
Incidents that have poignancy and charm/"
-Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times

GRAND
PRIZE
WINNER
1966

CANNES
FILM
FESTIVAL

::~MAN

·4)

ANd A WOMAN
I.D. Required .
50¢

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
It takes you about an llour to cat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You sec, world population llas
already out-grown world (ood supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developed country dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every bout. 10,000 deaths
every day, Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things td
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-wiU
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

Wllat can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, over•
populated areas of the world. And it
must begin now. While there is still time.
A White House panel has recommended that ll1c United States Govcrmncnt spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 billion we've

This desert scene, complete with cactus and wirey lizards is located
in the middle of campus. The "sunken garden" is on the east side of the
Biology Building.

Alternate ABM Plan Available

S.U.B. Theatre

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDENTS SERIOUSLY INTERESTED
IN OCCULT SCIENCES should telephone Alex Mead, evenings 344..0330, to
diseuss possibility of a fall seminar to
investigate the history, psychology, and
methodology of alchemy, astrology, PBY·
chic phenomena, etc.

tA·

Lobo Photo by Chester Painter

lCKWffimNandEFREM ZIMBALIST.JR.
.ft

RADIO BOARD is now seeking KUNM
Radio Station Manager Applicants for
the 1969-70 school year. All interested
persons must apply at executive offices in SUB Basement by Friday, May
2, 1969.

7)

Entries are open for the Fiesta
rodeo, scheduled Saturday
and Sunday at the Bernalillo
County Sheriff's Posse arena, El
Pueblo Road and Edith NW.
Entry blanks may be picked
up at the rodeo office in the activities center of the Union. Deadline for entries is noon Thursday.
Competition is slated in 10
events, including six for men,
three for women and one for
mixed 1:eams. Prizes will include
belt buckles, trophies and gift
certificates.
The rodeo is sponsored by the
UNM Rodeo Club and sanctioned
by the New Mexico College Rodeo
Association. Stock will be supplied by the Flying S Championship Rodeo. Dale Chavez is Fiesta
rodeo chairman.
Men's events are calf roping,
bareback bronc riding, bulldogging, bull riding, wild steer chase,
and team roping. Entry fees are
$7.50 for all events except the
steer chase nad team roping,
which are $15 a team.
Prizes for all men's events except the steer chase will be belt
buckles. A trophy will be awarded
to the team which wins the steer
chase.
Women's events include barrel
racing, steer riding (one or two
hands legal) and a ribbon race.
169

COLLECTOR'S BAZAAR-Museum of Albuquerque-May 3 & 4. Used books, 1920
National Geographies. Paintings by AlbuqUerque Artists-P. Walker, A. Sussman, etc.-All At Bargain Priccs4

EMPLOYMENT

No. 129

:

Entrants Sought
For Fiesta Rodeo

TWO UTAH cnr stereo speakers w/grills.
Almost new. $10. Call 299-5023 or 298·
5273.

6)

I
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FOR SALE

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

~\

L------.y--·~~· . J .

1968 YAMAHA 305cc; excellent condition,
six months' usc, must sell. 1968 Cutlass
Suprcme1 Holiday Coupe, black and
white, burgundy interior, 12,500 milescall 299-5757.

FIAT 850 SPIDER, 1968 5,500 miles, nt•
tractive, economy, moderately powered
sports car. $1,750. 256-0261.
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ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS. 443 Lafayette Pl. N.E. Corner. Total Price $20,000. Drive by if
interested. Phone 268-4244.
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What did they want with her?
What did they want with her?

'• :, '

way Inn Motel, which is approximately one mile
from downtown Provo, are "excellent." Daub
added that he did not understand the statement
made by the Black Students Union (BSU) regarding the accommodations at Provo.
The letter went on to say that Daub did not
doubt that UNM's black athletes were called
"niggers" in the streets of Provo as well as on
the athletic fields.
He added, however, that the same had happened at Texas Tech and other WAC schools and
that one of the varsity athletes told the athleti~
trainer that "black athletes were called worse
names in the middle west."
"If we are to sever our relationship with BYU
because of the lack of courtesy by some of the
fans, and I am sure these are in the minority,
then we should consider severing relationships
with practically all opponents in our schedule because I am sure that this kind of behavior is not
common only to certain fans at BYU," Daub said,

Phone 242·4046

~\,fl

'

SUB-LEASE HOUSE thru July. $75 n
month. SE. Couples, children or pets
welcome. 247-8935, 242-3686.

Anthro Journal
Receives Name

Friday 7 & 10

Pottery Display

FOR RENT

PORSHE SPEEDSTER, 1965. Excellent
body, engine needs work. $900. 243·
5488.

S.U.B. Theatre

In addition to the customary
awards, including the John Gaw
. Meem and American Institute of
Architects medals, a new award,
the Tom Popejoy medal, will be
given this year.
first-serve basis.

I

Announcements by
the UNM community will be accepted
The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. But our lives. And the lives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be apcaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, wrile
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be hclp(ul. Urge the
speeding up of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

Hart said it was his understanding that defense department
officials could propose that existing and future Intercontinental
Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) be
equipped with duai guidance systems so they could function as
ARM's if needed.
He said this approach would be
"cheaper as I understand it" and
was worth researching.
"There are bugs in the ICBM's

now, but there is les likelihood
to be bugs in an ICBM as it's
converted to an ABM than in a
totally new and untested ABM
system," Hart said at an informal
gathering prior to a dinner in his
honor Saturday night.
Hart said he understood the
pentagon would suggest the dual
guidance system approach, which
he said would be "hal£ as expensive'' if congress defeats the ABM.

Fiesta Royalty Contestants

B. RAINES

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION

It. BEITLER

M. ORTIZ

G. VALENCIA

lL ACIIEN

L.GODDARD

A. PENNY

C.KUCHAN

Entry fee for each event is $7.50.
Barrel racing and steer riding
winners will receive belt buckles,
with the ribbon race winnet getting a $30 gift certificate.
;
A special man-woman team
event is ribbon roping. Entry fee
is $7.50, with both members of
the winning team receiving belt
buckles.
All entrants must sign a waiver of liability for injury to be
eligible to enter.
The rodeo will begin at noon
both Saturday and Sunday.
The high-point organization
on campus will receive a team
trophy. High-point individual
man and woman will each receive
a pair of Tony Lama boots.
Special live broadcasts of rodeo
results are planned by KRZY
radio.

J.DINES

M.KELLY

J. NICKERSON

M.FERGUSON

S.CARLTON

P.PETERSON

EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

I!UGENE BLACK, former head, World Bnnk
DR. DETi.EV BRONK, former Prc5hlcnt,
Rockefeller Univcrsily
HAROLD W. BOSTROM, Vice President,

MARRINER S. ECCLES{ lor mer Chairman,
Federal Reserve Dtlrm
IIENRY C. !'LOWER, JR.,

Equipment Group

J. Walter Thompson Co.

MRS. ALBERT D.I.ASKER
DR. HAROl-D C. l.tREY, Nobel Laureate

DR. PIIJLI? M.HAUSER,

UOP

Tr:n~pon.:Hion

FRANK. W. Al!l!AMS, lormerOlolm>an,
StnndordUll"Compocy ot New Jcrs<y
THURMAN W. ARNOU>r ·
~---•
fortner As>Ulanl U.S. Attorney .....-~
TIIOMAS D. CAl!OT, Clnirman,
Cabot Corporation
JOliN COWLES, Chairman
Minneapoli!l Stu and Tribune
GENERAL WILLIAM II. DRAPER, JR.,
former Ambas.Jador to NATO

.form~r Vice

Chairman,

Unitcrsity of Chicngo
JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCll, Anlhor
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY,laurcl Foundnllon
FOWLER McCORMICK, former CMinnnn,

·lllt.crnrnlorud 1tarvcslcr Co.

' ' HUGH MOOR!!, Founder, 'Db•JQ Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS, President,
American Acndcnty of Arts 8t. Lc!tcts
DR. REINHOLD NlllBUHR, ProfcMorilmerltu,,
Union n1eological Scmlnnry

FRANCIS T. P. PLIMM'ON,

former Ambnssnclor nnd J>eputy U.S.•P.cJ'J..

io the United Notions
llOCKl'Fil!.LER PRllNTICil
EI.MO J\Orrm. Publico Inion Annl)'llt
LESSING J. ROSHNW D
JONAS SALK M.D. T
lnslitutc
ADOI.I'H W. SCHMID
ellen & Sons
CHARLES E. SC
man,

Scrip.ps•Howord Ncwspnpc:rs
LEWIS L.STI\AUSS,

fonncr Sc_crelnry <J( Commerce
CHARLES P,TAFf,
,
rotrncr Mayotof Cfncfnho.h

WILLIAM H. VANDERBILT,

Fom1er Oovcrhnr of Rhode Island
RODERT G. WEltLE, Treasurer,
Ocnc~t:c Brewing Company

_

______________
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GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Monday, May 5, 1969

Tho New· Mexico Lobo Is published
daily every regular W<>ek of the: University year by the Board of Student Pub
licatlons of the Associate!! Students of
the University of Hew Mexico, and is not
financially associated. with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postag,. paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate Is $5
for the academic year.
The "pinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is. tha1
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing nec&ssarily ro>preo<>nts the views
of the Associated Student. or of the' Uniersity of New Mexico.

Recent Events

j,
',
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I

j I

Former Lobo editor Rob Burton says
· that his recent signing of a statement
which makes public his intention to refuse
induction into the armed forces as long as
the VietNam war continues is not "draft
dodging."
.. He e:x;nJ~l.!.s.!!mt Q:raft dodging is a means
-:: of "avoiding a confrontatiorrwith the Selective Service System." He explains that his
action invites confrontation instead of using legal hokus pokus to delay or avoid induction.
......Burton. further explains that unlike the
- run~of-the mill araffio-dger w1m is eventu..:
: ally forced to submit to induction, the 253
signees of the statement will submit to the
"'only other alternative, imprisonment.
Burton said that the main purpose of the

! ;

!
I .

Ii
.'

and that Coach Bob King felt that our athletes receive the finest treatment at BYU
by both the staff and the' fans.
Despite the letter, however we refuse to
retract or modify our opinion on the issue
until someone explains the gross discrepancies that exist between accounts given by
the black athletes and replies offered by
the Athletic Council.
Someone is lying.

Burton Explains Action
statement was to flag the waning anti-war
movement.
'~Nixon's silent majority has rolled over
on ,its side and gone back to sleep. And
since everybody knows the voice that
Nixon listens to the most readily is that
of the silent majority, he will have to get
enough people upset about the war so that
it will look like the silen:t majority has
come back to life," Burton said.
Giving vent to his unusual sense of
whimsy, Burton offered the casual observation that in all likelihood, the entire
group-all 253-will be found 4-F when
ordered to report for induction. "That may
be just wishful thinking, however," he
adds.

'tobo Review

Imaginative Vision of the Future
By CHARLES WOOD'
"The Illustrated Man," a Warner-Bros.-Seven Arts movie now
playing at the Cinema East, is
an imaginitive vision of the future which unfortunately becomes
overembellished at times with
technical gimmicks.
Directed by Jack Smight, the
film is based on four o:f the stor-ies in Ray Bradbury's book of the
same name,
Rod Steiger stars in the title
rok as a hobo who meets hitchhiker Robert Drivas at a rural
lakeside campfire during the Depression.
Drivas becomes fascinated by
the tatooed torso of Steiger, whose
tatoos cover his entire body from
his neck to his toes with the exception of a single bare spot on
Resuming his diatribe, Carl tells Willie that, after tricking him,
his back.
Felicia disappeared "back intG the future." Later, as Carl sleeps,
Steiger says that he is searchWilli¢ sees his own fate in the bare spot-Carl strangling him.
ing for the woman who tatooed
Hurling a large rock at Carl's head, he flees. Carl staggers to his
him because, "I'm going to kill
feet and plods in pursuit.
hert" Steiger tells Drivas that the
illustrations. come to life, repelling
An eight-man team took two
people, especially the bare spot figUre. Claire Bloom is good as the
days
in applying the "tatoos" to
which foretells the '\l'iewer's death. mystery lady and as a figure of
Steiger's
body and the result was
As Drivas watches the wierd Eve. Playing the Caine figure,
worth
it.
The artists also did a
tatoos, they come to life as three Robert Drivas was adequate, but
good
job
on
the set design, but
futuristic stories unfold. In one, mannered.
the
film's
photography
seemed to
Steiger and Claire Bloom (who
Well-written and engrossing,
be
somewhat
less
than
successful.
is also the tatoo lady) are literally the film nevertheless has too many
wished to death by their children. technical gimmicks. For instance
The second story has Steiger, .. in the opening, the director hovDrivas, nnd two others as shiP-. ers over his character!! in a heliNEWS EDITOR
wrecked {<~tronauts on a perpetual copter, or something, and closes
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
rain planet. They search for a sun down on them instead of coming
dome which has alf the comforts right to the point. The opening
SPORTS EDITOR
llf home including an alluring reminded me of a certain beer
REVIEW EDITOR
hostess.
·
commetcial I've seen on TV.
COPY EDITOR
In the third tale, the earth is
This is the second nlovie based
(In the eve o£ doomsday and all on a Bradbury book. The first,
PROOF EDITOR
parents ,.re ordered to "ea!le" "Farenheit 451," which starred
STAFF
WRITERS
thingt; :.r,r tl1eir children. Here, Julie Christie nnd Oskar Werner,
Rteiger ~ ... tol'n between humane- seemed to have r;E:t a box office
ne~s ~md l1i~ own parental fcelrecord for unr>old seat~. Personall;:, I cmjoyrJd Fm·enheit, )Jut this
ings.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
S<:n!ger, pla~•i.ng a br1iti~h man, flir·]( jg l~~w:,h thn IJf'~tm· o:f. the
i.; 1.•.ll:''' ll•:tlt. ir: Ow role oi R!l Adam · · two. · ·
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Lack of Funds Means Less Benefits

Discrepancies Unexplained
A letter from Athletic Council Chairman
G. H. Daub has categorically denied
charges charges by UNM's Black Student
Union concerning racial discrimination at
BYU. The letter also said that a Lobo editorial on April 8 contained statements that
were incorrect and gave the wrong impression to persons reading the statements.
Daub emphasized that BYU, to his
knowledge, had never discriminated
against any UNM athletes, black or white,

Health· Service Understaffed
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President De Gaulle's Last Walk on the Waters of the
Seine

- - - - - - - - b y Conrad
LENORE'S LAMENT
To the Editor:
I tossed, I turned
I wanted more
Of Little Lovely Lost Lenore
We delved the depths of deviation
We burned with passions aberration
Lionel's Lenore is no bore
No No No Nevermore

i
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I
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But Lenore
The city fathers have a fit
They'd like to see your 'Kandel lit
At both ends.
They ignore the sterile nature of your act
Your purple passions impotent pact.
And this they also do ignore
If we indulged thee more Lenore
We need not now have with us
The people prophesied by Malthus.
Since those who practice deviation
Need have no fear of procreation.
Nicholas (Edgar Allen) DeLellis

NROTC Not Racist
To the Editor:
The latest in a long series of
scurrilous charges emanating
from the SDS is for me the straw
that broke the camel's back. I
refer to the racial slur which was
reported by The Lobo on Friday,
i.e., "ROTC is WASP, there is
only one black in the program.''
If the SDS had taken the trouble to inspect our quarterdeck
bulletin board they would have
been a little more circumspect in
their choice of lies. As usual, they
don't know what they are talking
about.
To be specific, the following
black men are enrolled in the
NROTC:
Midshipman Alvis S. PHARR,
Jr.
Midshipman Louis E. DUNCAN
Midshipman David A. MILLER
NESEP Gerald MARSHALL
NESEP Don JOHNSON
NESEP Henry MITCHELL
This is a larger percentage of
black students than the University at large.
Don Johnson is the NESEP
Operations Officer and if anyone
doubts his status and authority
in this Unit they are urged to
question any NESEP on the
"coat buttoning" issue. Don is
being awarded the American Legion Award on the 6 May, this is
given for military excellence.
In addition Midshipman Pharr

Sarah laidlaw
Herman Well
John Moser
S1ephen M. Part
Su:zanne Harvey

is receiving the annual award for
Outstanding Sophomore at the
drill the SDS is so bent on dis·
rupting. Midshipmen Miller and
Duncan are two of our best freshmen and are on the Sword Team
and Drill Team respectively.
Other non-caucasian-non-negro
racial groups are represented by
NESEP Endd, Midshipman Yons
and Midshipman Tamayo.
Perhaps the UMAS would like
to learn about their opportunities
from Midshipman Ygnacio Durazo
in Spanish, (Mr. Durazo cruised
last summer with the Spanish
Navy on a foreign exchange program.)
. 1
I will be haPP'JJ to supply any
ethnic group with a list of midshipmen who represent them.
In conclusion, I want to add
that 1) no black, yellow, Polish,
Irish or otherwise man has ever
been excluded from this program
i:f he is a student at the University and doesn't have a nonoper•
able hernia; 2) we want aU the
good men we can get from every
background-racial, religious ot
otherwise; 3) any entering 4/C
who thought otherwise would get
that idea knocked out his head in
a damn big hurry; and 4) this is
a totally unofficial letter written
primarily because after one year
of harassment the SDS has finally
managed to get my Irish up.
Matt Hay ball
Battalion Exeeutive Officer

'·I
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By GAY COOK
In a recent interview, Dr. Jack
McCabe, acting director of the
UNM Health Service said "the
Health Service budget is n~t adequate enough to meet demands
made upon the service. Services
provided are not extensive, and we
are understaffed.''
Students carrying more than
eight hours during the fall and
spring semesters and all students
enrolled in summer school are
eligible to use the student financed
Health Service, which is financed
from Student Fees as oppossed to
tuition or the General Fund.
McCabe said, "the Health Service receives no University aid, and
there is no set formula for allocation of our budget out of student
fees. Instead, money is distributed
according to the needs of agencies
deriving their funds from these
fees."
Visitation
"Visitation to the Health Service has increased 35 percent over
last year, a figure far out of proportion to the increase in enrollment," said McCabe, "and while
there are 10,000 eligible students,
there are over 20,000 visits made
to the Health Service per year.''
Comparing UNM statistics to
those of the University of Colorado and the University of California at Berkeley, McCabe said
that there are 15,000 students
eligible at Colorado with yearly
visitations numbering over 46,000
and 26,000 students are eligible
at Berkeley with visitations numbering 126,000 per year. He added
that $60 per student per year is
allocated to the Health Service at
Colorado and that Berkeley receives $86 per student per year
as compared to the $26 per student per year at UNM.
Large Town
McCabe added, "We are in a
large town and only 35 per cent of
our students live on campus. Consequently, demands on our service
are less than they are at a university with a larger percentage of
students living on campus. Despite this fact, the $26 per 'iiltudent per year allocated to the
Health Service is in no way adequate."
Understaffing in the Health
Service and lack of funds has also
resulted in the non-use of a $170,000 X-Ray machine because there
are no funds with which to hire
an X-Ray technician.
Presently the Health Service
staff consists of five full time
generalists (general practition
ers), two half-time psychiatrists,
the consultant physicians whose
specialize in surgery and internal

Summer Work
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UNM students who are looking for summer work shouldn't
overlook the temporary help services as employers.
Manpower, Inc., one of the
major companies for temporary
help services, says it hopes to
employ more than 20,000 students
and teacl1ers in the summer of
1969.
A few temporary help service
companies l'ank among the world's
largest employers, offering temporary work in almost every occupational category.
They furnish their employees
on short and long term assignments to offices, factories, sales,
and technical departments and
other private and public custom-

Architecture Lecture
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Health SefVice hours' care. S-12
a.m. and 1-4 ' p.m. on: we~kdays
and l-12' a.m. on Saturdays . for
normal medical care, McCabe emphasized that the Health Service
is open 24 hours a day seven days
a week for emergency care, that a
registered nurse is always there
and that a physician is always on
call .by the nurse.
By Appointment
McCabe said that a student can
always see a doctor by appointment and that students who come
into the Health Service without
a doctor's appointment will be
seen by a registered nurse who
will evaluate the student's condition and determine whether or
not the student should see a doctor immediately or the next day
with interim treatment. McCabe
added that if the student is suffering from a mild cold, the nurse
will assume treatment in this •
area.
McCabe said that normally
nurses give only temporary or interim treatment and that registered nurses dispense only "overthe-counter" medications that can
be purchased in a drugstone.
"In areas such as dental and
eye care, where we cannot extend
service we will recommend reliable doctors and then make ar.
rangements for the appointment
should the student request it,"
said McCabe.
Emergency Procedure
"Emergency procedure can be
simplified by calling us and letting us take it from there," said
McCabe. He added, "We are
familiar with ambulance services
located near campus and we will
make arrangements for hospital
transfer and proper medical consultants.''

Emergency care at the Health
Service is extended to "anybody
that comes in and needs it," said
McCabe, adding "we will administer first aid and direct them to
other medical sources should it
be necessary."
Referring again to financial
problems, McCabe said, "I think
we should have a top quality
Health Service or none at all.
Mediocrity in medicine serves no
purpose." He added, "I feel a
Health Service is necessary but
it is not essential. A university
can function in its primary purpose (education) without one.''
McCabe concluded, saying, "We
are at a crossroad. Interested
people will have to decide what
they want in terms of a health
service or if the want one.''

I

UNM Health Service, lOCilted in
one of the newest buildings on
campns has been plagued by low
inwme and subsequent under.
staffin .

Health Service
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associated students boohstore
GROUND FlOOR NEW MEXICO UNION

277-2826

come to our
round-up of

western-style

LEVI'S·
STA-PREST NUVO LEVI'S
STA-PREST WHITE LEVI'S JEANS
LEVI'S CORDUROYS
Watch the guys that set the j;ace-the crowd that
sets !,he styles. You'll find they all live in slim, trim
Lem .s. How ~,bout you? Get in step. Get in style.
Get znto Lems. Now. All the uin" colors

er~:~.

Albuquerque landscape architect
Jose Y guado will p1·esent an illustrated lecture today at 4 p.m. in
Room 120 of the UNM architecture building.
The talk will. concern plant materials and earthforms as design
media; and nature t h em e s in
American architectural iconography.
Students, architects and the
public can attend the free lecture.

STAFF

medicine, 12 registered nurses,
two lab technicians, four licensed
practical nurses, three ward aids,
and two clerll:Ej.
.
'

Levi's Also Available At Our Downtown Store
As Well As Our Trend Shops at Winrock and '
Nob Hill.

Trend .$ ~ ·Shop
WINROCK .

NDB HILL

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN
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VISTA Plan Needs
Summer Associates

Fifty VISTA associates are being enrolled for a summer program in northern :New Mexico
communities.
Examples of expected projects
include assistance to cooperatives
and credit unions, educ<1.tion and
child development programs, social service projects, and community
organizations and self-help projects.
William McKinstry, director of
the Center for Community Action
Services, said a new project called

~~~~Cc?EGJL~E~B~RA~TES

Investigation of Special Problems
of Poverty could be useful for students wishing to do rwearch'in a
relevant field of study.
"We are not overlooking the
fact that the root of many of
these communities' problems lies
within the middle class, b\lt before you can work there, you
must have some experience with
poverty," said Mt:Kinstry. The
VISTA associates program will
provide the associate with experience in social change, working
with people from the community,
and experienced supervision, he
said,
Twenty-five of the summer associates will come from the communities being served, in Taos,
Rio Arriba, Mora, San Miguel
Guadalupe, •rorrance, Santa· Fe,
Bernalillo, Valencia, and McKinley counties.

Applicants must be at

le~st

18

y~ars old: Ad~itional . pre~~rence

w11l be !pven jtoj apphcanta; who
speak . Spanish! qut no applicant
will be rejected for not having
this ability.
Those chosen will receive room,
board, an expense allowance of
$40.25 a week, and will accumulate
an additional termination pay of
$116.6(} for the full 10 weeks of
service. The summer associates
will also receive health and accident insurance and other benefits of regular VISTA volunteers.
Applications will be accepted
until May 31. The ten-week program will begin June 16, lasting
until August 22.
Applications
are
available
from the Center for Community
Action Services, 1812 Las Lomas
NE.

HEAP' A STYLES WHATEVER
YOUR BAG!
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Spring Banners
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HAVE A GOOD TIME!

c========
344-3267

6693 4th NW
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No more
"gang baths''
forme!·.·.
fm a student,
not an inmate!
•

Ha:tVard's President Defends Decision
Says Use of Police Force Necessary, But Student Unrest Understandable
BOSTON (UPI)-The president of liarvard University Sunday defended his decision to use
police force to clear an occupied
campus building last month but
admitted mw:h student unrest is
understandable.
"I don't see how any young
person can be alive and not be
upset," he said.
Nathan 1L Pusey said if be had
not calle<l in the police, the disruption would have dragged on
"and divided our community even
more!'
Pusey :;aid he and the administration had expected some sort
of takeover for a year before the

students acted. He added he had
consulted the Council of Deans,
which represent all academic
faculties and "in the end, there
was no dissenting opinion to the
decision that was made.''
Some 200 students led by SDS
occupied University Hall, an administration building in Harvard
Yard, at noon April 9 and we1·e
cleared from the building by riotgeared police shortly before dawn
the next day,
The occupiers demanded, among
other things, immediate expulsion
of reserve officer training programs from the campus and an
end to expansion of the univer~
sity in p(lOl:' areas of Boston and

Cambridge.
''\Ve recognized that about 2,000
other students would sympathize

with SDS" after the police action
but added, "the others ( alternatives) were more productive of

long-range harm," he said in a
television interview (NBC, "Meet
the Press") .

NROTC's Spring Review
To Honor 16 Midshipmen

t

FIRST and GOLD
downtown 247-4347
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Live at the College Inn. Where all rooms feature
private and semi-private baths. Where we do
everything for the student except study. Where you'll
enjoy heaping helpings of the finest food on campus.
With unlimited seconds! Where we'll dust, and
clean, and change the finen for you. Where
laundry facilities are right on the premises.
Dry cleaning is picked up and delivered.
Where you can have as much or as little of
the social whirl as you want-when you
want it. And where it would be absolutely
extravagant of you not to investigate
the new low, low rates.

l

Members of Art Education 115
display "spring banners" in the
education complex.

UNM Students
Plan Alaska Dig
Charles Amsden, a graduate
student in anthropology, will head
a three or four member excavation party during an archaeological project in the Brooks Mountain Range in Alaska this summer.
The party will be headquar·
tered about 15 miles north of
Anaktuvuk Pass.
The base camp and main ex•
cavation will be one of two Nunamiut Eskimo sites, one of which
was abandoned about 1950, and
the other about 1900.
The two sites are of the most
permanent type used by the
Nunamiut and were occupied
about six months. The groups
will also excavate one or more
of each of five other types of
Nunamiut sites to have a sample
of the Eskimo's year-round activities.
After digging
about two
months, Amsden will move in
mid-August to the Anaktuvuk
village where he will stay until
October Ol' November getting information about butchering, distribution of food, and other parts
of the culture.
Amsden expects his work will
provide basic information about
a hunting culture which will be
useful in working with information about paleolithic or early
stone age, people.

National Chairman
Dr. Frances McGill, associate
professor in the department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation at UNM, has been
elected chairman of tht National
Commission on Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women.
The commission is a part of the
American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recre:ltion, It was organized in 196'1 to
hold national tournaments for
women, sanction closed intercollegiate events, and encourage
organhmtions to govern competition for women at the local, state,
or regional levels.

New budget
installment plans.
This year, you can live at THE COlLEGE INN
for as little as $465,00 per semester. Call or stop by
and see me. I'll be happy lo show you around
and give you the facts about o variety of College
Inn pions now available at new low rates.

Louis Bourque, Resident Manage/

.I!ave you seen our
swimming :pool?

as

The College Inn

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Unsurpassed lor college Jiving.

OLD TOWN

303 Ash Street, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Tel: 243·2881
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Naval Institute award, for outNaval ROTC students at UNM
will receive sixteen awards at the standing performance in NROTC
annual spring review Tuesday at by a contract student-William A.
4:30 p.m. on Zimmerman Field. Cain.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
will be guest of honor and the
reviewing official.
Awards which will be presented are:
Outstanding Navy Enlisted
Scientific Education Program
(NESEP) award, for highest
academic achievement in NESEP
for seven semesters-George W.
Ashmore.
General Dynamics award, for
outstanding leadership abilityHarry G. Turner.
Albuquerque National Bank
award, for outstanding leadership ability--John A. Bannerman.
First Lt. Robert C. Barnes, Jr.
.
award, for outstanding Marine
Nothing
can kma day like a hard night.
option student-Victor A. SimpYet every campus has its nocturnal heroes
son.
dedicated to the art of playing it cool.
Military Order of World Wars
If you're one of them, we'd like to offer
award, for sophomore of high
you a little food for thought.
aptitude and motivation for: a
What we have in mitld is NoOoz.®. The pHI
service career-Scott K. Williams.
that helps you shift through the day shift.
Retired Officers' Association
NoDoz has the strongest stimulant you
award, for sophomore with most
professional intcrest--AI\'is S.
can buy without a prescription. And it's not
Pharr, Jr.
habi!forming.
Albuquerque
Rotary
Club
With a couple of NoDoz,
award, for outstanding citizenworkers otthe night can fight
ship in university-community afanother day,
fairs-Louis 0. Storm.
Sons of the Americtm Revolution award, for outstanding aptitude and motivation in NROTC-Richard A. Glover.
Reserve Officers' Association
gold and silver medal awards, for
seniors with highest administrative and organizational abilityManual Durazo, gold medal; Albert L. Wellman, silver medal.
:Reserve Officers' Association,
Albuquerque chapter award, :for
outstanding aptitude for aviation
--John F. Arfman, Jr.
Reserve Officers' Association
bronze medal award, for junior
with highest administrative and
organizational ability-Craig J.
Turner.
American Legion award, for
senior NROTC or NESEP student for military excellence--Don
M. Johnson.
Marine
Corps
Association
award of merit, for outstanding
Marine option student--Victor A.
Simpson.
Naval Institute award, for outstanding performance in NROTC
by a regular student--Eugene R.
Carlson.

For guys who work night shifts
a pill for the day shift.

largest Selection
*Pos1er Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter

*Brushes
Discount Prices

LANGELVS

~51 0 Central S.E.
Across from John~on Gym

r
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_Two of Three ·to the ..'P.ack::
Surber. Jim Palmer Crack Key Hits as .Miners DropHighlands
tonight at 7:30 under
CQ.

i)1g five game losing streak and
move up out of the WAC southern division cellar.
The Lobos fell to UTEP 11-9
on Friday, but by winning two of

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
29S..1828

89 Winrock Center

Childrens' Soaks
Bargains

fiqion and Nonfiction
Paperbucks

Fiesta Special

the three game :series, moved
their season mark to 27-13-1 and the lights.
SATURDAY LINESCORES
4-8 in. conference play. The Min'
First Game: , • 1
:
'
: •
ers are 2-9 in league action.
UNM
000 110 110+-4. . 1.1 i ·
UTEP . .
011 000 010-'-3
7 j
Trailed Early
E. Daugherty! Palmer. LOB-UNM 10,
Trailing 4-1 going into the UTE?
. 9.
fifth inning of the nightca~, the
· 2b--J, Johnson, R. Laub, Palmer, BlanLobos rallied for single run:;; in
the fifth and sixth, followed by
three big ones in the toP of the
seventh and last inning.
A passed ball by Miner catcher Ron Hix, who had a grandslammer to put the Miners ahead
earlier in the game, preceeded a
two-run pinch-hit double by Jim
Surber which sewed up the game
for the 'Pack. Reliever Chewie
Armendarez got the El Paso boys
out in the bottom of the inning to
pick up his first win of the season.
In the first game of the twin
bill, the clincher came on a twobase smash by first baseman Jim
Palmer, which scored third sacker
Larry Minarsich from second.
Johnson Gets Record
Early in that one, shortstop
Jim Johnson broke a UNM record with his 40th run batted iri,
which came as a result of a 400
foot two-base shot.
Safe!
But the series started with
woes for the Lobos, as those dadburned Miners broke up a slugfest with two runs in the sixth
inning ziltz a 9-9 deadlock for an
11-9 lead that turned out to be
the final score.
Ed Reeder picked up his second loss of the season against
one win in the Lobos' fifth
straight loss and sixth conference
Yikes!
game in a row that they failed to
Even though they started the
win.
Few Grins Left
game with only five players, those
It looks Uke the few remain- amazin' Lobo Staff Hamburger
ing grins that UNM can squeeze Snacks roared from behind to
out of this baseball season will thunk the hapless KUNM Disccome in the way of at least help- Jocks, 15-8, in a searching softing tQ decide who wins the race. ball game Sunday at Zimmerman
The Lobos pla.y contenders Arizont State and Arizona three Field.
The Snacks, paced by the big
more times apiece.
timber
of Wayne "Cheap Thrill"
The Wildcats will be in LoboCiddio,
Mike "Uncle Tom-Tom"
land for a Fiesta-week threegame set on Friday and Satur- Perry, and John "Mighty Man"
day, with the twinbill. on Satur- Moser, rallied for seven big runs
day scheduled for the Sports in the top of the fifth inning to
grab their second lop-sided vicStadium.
UNM will hopefully tune up tory in this year's two-game
with a Sports Stadium date with sports series with the radio guys.

BOURBON

$3.99

Dress Western for Fiesta
High Crown Straws

$6.00

BOOTS
Tony Lama
Dan Post

Cowtown
$25.00to $52.50

Yes?

:Soots & Saetd.laa
COBONADO CENTEB

JIR-Hunt. Sn-Palmer. S,-Scbawal,

Daniels.

Winning pitcher-Xremmel (6-1): los·
ing pitcher-Hunt (2-6),
Second, gal)'le:
UN:M j
.
001 011 3-6 11 1
UT);lP·
004 000 0-4
7 0
:HR~UN?vi:. Xenny J~thnson: UTEP, Roll
Hix.
)
Wi.nlling pitcber-Armendarcz ( 1·0 :
losing pitcher-Bom~ard.

517 Central, H.W.
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Q' Feldmen-"Definitely Ple~sed"

Vandenburg's Miners

Blast Lobo Thinclads
It was a long bus ride back WAC championships in three
from El Paso for the UNM track weeks in Tempe.
team Saturday night after beMEET :RESULTS
ing humiliated by talent-laden
LON(} JUMP-1. Steffes, UNM, 23-11')<,
Bullock, UTEP, 3. Wilson, UTEP.
UTEP to the tune of 95% to 2. SHOT
PUT-I. Monari, U'fEP, 57-ll',i,
49%.
2. Birldebacb, UTEP, 3. Jaros, UNM.
POLE YAULT-1. Hegler, UTEP, 16-0,
The Miners, coached by former
Beene, UTEP. 3. Breit, UTEP.
UNM assistant Wayne Vanden- 2. JAVELIN-I.
Johnson, UNM, I99'h,
burg, out-classed the Lobos in 2. Demagistrla, UTEP, 3. Lofving, UNM.
HIGH JUMP-I, English UTEP, 6-IO'A,
handing Coach Hugh Hackett Hegler,
UTEP, 3. ('rie) Harlin, UNM,
one of his worst losses in his ten- and .Taseph, UTEP.
DISCU8-1. Jaros, UNM, 174·5\i, 2.
year tenure at New Mexico.
Birklebacb, UTEP, 3. Manari, UTEP.
440 RELAY-1. UTEP, 41.4. 2, U~'M.
The Wolfpack won only six of a
possible seventeen first places in 41.5.
MILE RUN-1. Hill, UTEP, 4:09.3, 2.
their loss to the Texans on a FiBber, UTEP. 3. Romero, UTEP.
TRIPLE JUMP-1. Steffes, UNM, 48-4,
windy Pass City track.
2. Raines, UNM, 3. Bullock, UTEP.
Although the l1eavy loss was
120·HIGH HURDLE8-l. Gibson, UT13.S, ?.. Williams, UNM, 3. Edwards,
already hard enough to take, it EP,
UNM.
became even more expensive
440-1. Miller, UTEP, :47.1, 2. Perea,
3. Gonzales, UTEP.
when Tomas Ericson injured him- UNM,
100-1. Gibson, UTEP, 9.8. 2. Jaeson,
self wltile running the 440. Eric· UTEP, 3, Hnnosh, UNM.
880-1. Tague, UTEP, 1:51.4, 2. Jonoo,
son, UNl\<I's top intermediate dis- UTEP,
3. Perry, UTEP,
tance runner, was running with
440 INTERMEDIATE HURDLEB-1.
Miner ace Danny Tague on the Jones, UNM, :53.3, 2. Williams, UNM, 3.
UTEP.
final turn of the race when his Theus,
221)-l. Hanosb, UNM, 21.4, 2. Gibson,
UTEP, 3. Jackson, U'l'EP.
arch gave way.
TWO M!LE-1. Pearce, UTEP, 9:00.4,
Coach Hackett admitted after 2. Loudnt, UNM, 3. Breen, UTEP.
MILE RELAY-1. UTEP, 3:13.0, 2.
the race that he was worried
UNM, 3:17.0.
whether or not Ericson would be
FINAL SCORE-UTEP 951f.,, New Mexwell enough to compete in the ice> 49'h.

\l
UNM's Bob Faford slides safely
into first as the first sacker
gropes for the ball. The Lobos
won two of three from UTEP in
El Paso over the weekend.

The Snacks earlier mercilessly
crunched the Disc-Jocks in Football, 27-0.
The KUNM guys bad a few
minor thrills, taking a 4-0 firstinning lead, only to see it vanish
in the third. Heading the DiscJock attack were Rod "Duffie
Hat" Geer, Paul "Doubleday Delight" Uhland, and Steve "KUNM
N-N-E-W-W-Z-Z" LaPrade.
Geer had the unique honor of
picking up the win for the Lobo
pitching staff, as he threw the
last inning against his own teammates.
The Snacks will go against the
Disc-Jocks again this Sunday,
Fiesta conditioning permitting.

'
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Three Stars ~allowing an impresAfter the Three Start's 19-yard'sive 65-yard TD jaunt by talented er, the Whites made a last effort
David Bookerl; sparked the Reds to pull it out, driving down to
to a 16-14 win over the Whites in the Red 16. But redshirt Tod
a game-type · Saturday afternoon Kline blocked a 32-yard field goal
UNM spring football scrimmage attempt by Joe Hartshorne to
at University Stadium.
preserve the Red win.
The Reds, composed of the first
Wogan s~ores Six
string offense and the second
The Red defense drew first
string defense, came from behind blood in the first half, with Cliff
in the prelim to the annual spring Archer seeping his way into the
drill wrap·-Up-the Varsity-Alum- White secondary to block a Stine
ni game that is on tap for next punt that Keith Wogan latched
Saturday afternoon.
onto in the end zone for six
Ross Sparks Whites
points. Three Stars added the
With the score at 7-7. in the point for a 7-0 Red lead.
Stine continued to be in the
second half, White running back
Houston Ross put the group made
up of the second offense and first
defense ahead with a TD romp,
setting the stage for Bookert!s

The Lobo tennis team whacked
its way to its eighth win in a row
Saturday afternoon by dumping
New Mexico State 9-0 at the
UNM tennis courts.
The victor-y moved the Wolfpack's record to 13·2 for the year.

20-yard aerial from White QB
Larry Korpitz, culminating a 75
yard drive to put the Whites
back into the game at 7·6. Hartshorne booted through the ·evener.
Head coach Rudy Feldman was
"definitely pleased" with the practize, noting a greater enthusiasm
and good attitude among the players.

Subscribe to
The Lobo

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Group Rates

Anything Your tittle .
Blcrck Be>ok Con Oo

Free Film Demonstrations Nightly 6-10

Albuquerque Reading Institute

COMPUTA-DATE
Can Do ll<otter

Phone 242·4046

1417 Central N.E.

Phone 265-2678

--

lobo
..'.

MENS SHOP

de£. Bruce Lunsford, 6-1, 6-0; Bull-Van
Hill def. Coupens-Noblc, 6-2, 6·2; Jon""HowiU:d de£. Smitb..Smitb, 6·0, 6-0: Billy
Thompson-Hutchcson def, HernmingwayLunsford, 6..1, G..Q.

••

SOUTHWEST
eLECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

MEET RESULTS
UNM players listed first: Tony Bull
dof. Jim Noble, 6-3, 6-0: Bruce Hutcheson
def. Riel< Coupens, 6-2, 6-0; Rob Jones def,
Tom Smith, 6·0, 6-1; Doug MncCurdy de£.
Don llemmingway, 6·1, 6~4-; Donnie Ball
def. Tim Smith, 6-3, 7-5; Dwight Howard

.•

ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247·8219

•

Let Your Feet
Have A Good TimeWear Comfortable Sandals

just because the temperatuxe
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Bud®. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

Women's

Sandals in
four colors and a range
of sizes and widths
From $12.45

Men's Sandals in brown
and black. Full sizes

with a vdriety of widths
Style shown $17.45.
Some styles at $13.45

Dr. Scholl's Arch-lift Walking Sandals can be the best

No?

friends your feet ever had

nw mexico

LEVI'S for Fiesta

ORTHOPEDIC SHOE SHOP

(But you know that.)

l

ANHEUSER-BUSCH IIIC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • tAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS

j

"feaJuriog Shoes Designed With Yo(:r fool Comforlln Mind''

• •

&

with BOOTS!

212 0 Central S.l!..

across from the 'U'

Ph. 243·2219
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SPEED READING

Ferguson's Netters Win;
Aggies on Snort End, 9-0

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.

. ,al\4

~'

SP 0 RT S Ed~~~.... ~~1.~~~?!le Whit:~~..!~.-Ib1

f I

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. '\N'e' d hate to think of all
our effort gojng down the drain

'
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Big Bats Pace Staffers
To Easy Win Over KUNM

Full Quart

l'

'I

M~day, MaY. 5,1969 1 l

'Lbbos End Losing Streak With Twinbi/1.:. $'f{;eep
. EL PASO-Finally.
'rhe UNM baseball Lobos ·won
both games of a Saturday doubleheader her() from the UTEP Miners, 4-3 and 6-4, to halt an agoniz-
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Pa~.te

Monday, May 5, 1969
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FOR SALE ·
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c:arnpus Briefs
Panther Speaker
Bobby Seale, a member of the
Black Panthers and a close friend
of Eldridge Cleaver, former leader of the Black Panthers, will
speak at UNM Wednesday, May 7.
His speech, sponsored by the
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS), will be in the Union at
3 p.m.

Bond Speaks
Julian Bond, the black U.S. rep.
resentative from Georgia, will
give a talk at the University of
llllllll!llllilli!IIIU:II!I/Iillllllllllllllllliii/IIJIIIIIIII/IIIIlllllllll/ll!llllill:lllliii:U!HI!IIII'IIIil!

CoUing U

"400 Blows"
Francois Trufl'a~1t's "'The 400
Blows" will be shown Thursday,
May 8, at 7 p.m. in the Union
Theater.
The 1959 French film deals with
a process of alienation in a small
French boy, The film and its producer mar],ed the beg-inning of
the so-c a ll e d "'new wave" in
French film-making.
This showing is the next-to-last
presentation of UNM's La Societe
du Cinema for this academic year.
Admission is by season subscription or on a seats available basis
at 75 cents per person.

methods for calculating particle
transpott in sherical geometry.
Extensive use will be made of
computers.
Most of the research will be
done during the summer by three
faculty members and two gradUflte students in math.

Hibben to Africa
Dr. Frank Hibben, professor of
anthropology at UNM, will go to
Africa this summer as a consultant on State Department projects
in Ethiopia and Kenya.
Hibben will also be an observer
at an archaeological project in
southwestern Ethiopia and plans
to spend some time hunting in
Ethiopia, Kenya, and Afghanis-

Physical Fitness

Monday, MaY 5
Lecture by Dr. James 0-..llricn; on
"NMR and IR Study of AI (Ill) and Pt
(11) Salt. in .Acetonitrile: with a Consideration of the Perchlorate Group as a.
Ligand;" Room 101; chemistry building;
3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, MaY 6
New Mexico llilingunl Education AssociP.tion; Room 101 of the college of education
c1ns::;room wing; 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 7
Bobby Seale speech; Union; 3 p.m.
Concert Band concert; Popciolo· Hnll; 8:15
P~m.; subscription or $Lii0 for ndu]t:s and
$1.00 for studen!B.
Loecturc by Leo Knnowitz.; on "Women
and Law: the Unfinished Revolution•"

I<ivn: ?:30 p.m.

AlbuquerqUe on Sunday, May 11.
Bond's speech will be at 2 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.

'

Thursday. May 8
Discussion ot "The DeveJopmcnt of Oral
Fonnulas in Old Saxon and .Anglo-Sn..xon
Poetry:•• Professor Michael Capek~ Prince-ton University; English department; t.Ht..
choU Hull, Room 220; 7 p.m.
Thursday, Mav S
Film "The 4.00 Blows;" Union Theatre;
7 p.m.
Sunday, Mny 11
;fulian Bond speech; Union Ballroom,
University of. Albuquerque; 2 p.m.
Recital by flutist Andrew Bolotowsky;
First Unitarian Church, 3701 Carlisle NE,
2 p.m.
Speech by House Republican lender Gerald
Ford: Johnson Gym; S p.m.

Chemistry Seminar

A group of 100 boys and girls
will
participate again this summer
Dr. James O'Brien, of the Los
in
an
eight-week physical fitness
Alamos Scientific Labs, will address a UNM Chemistry Depart- program at UNM.
Professor William Bynum, who
ment seminm· today at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 101 of the chemistry directs the program, urged parents interested in having their
building.
O'Brien, who received his Ph.D. children participate in the spm·tsfrom the University of Minnesota, fitness education ~·egimcn to apply
will discuss "NMR and IR Study early because the progTam will be
of A1 (III) and Pt (II) Salts in closed after the Jhst 100 children
Acetonitrile: With a Consider a· are enrolled.
Instruction will be given each
tion of the Perchlorate Group as
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
a Ligand."
All interested persons are in- Friday afternoon, from June 16
through August 8. In addition,
vited to attend the free session.
each child will spend several Wednesday afternoons in UNM's Human Pedo1·manee Laboratory for
Defense Contracf
specialized fitness and endurance
The Defense Atomic Support testing.
Agency has awarded a $18,409
Boys and girls nine through 13
contract for an unclassified basic years old are eligible for particiresearch project to Dr. G. Milton pation.
Wing,
Tuition for the course is $65.
Jing is a math professor, and Applications should be sent to
his research will be in applied W. A. Bynum, 182 Johnson Gymmathematics. It will develop new nasium, UNM.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: '7c per word. 20 word minimum ($lAO) per time run. I:f ad is to
run five· or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.

TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
WHERE: ;fournalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably o.r mail.

FOUND Unique Coin Purse with $$. Iden·
ti(y & claim. See Jan R. Huz=ski at Goology office.

_=-:c==-------- - - SERVICES
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TYPING done on IBM electric. l\l Yl'E·
Expet·ionce. 298-380~.

FOR RENT

4)

SUB-LEASE HOUSE thnt July. S75 a
month. SE. C-oup1es~ children or pets
welcome. 247-8935, 242-3686,
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FIAT 850 SPIDER, 1968 5,500 miles, attractive, ewnomy. moderatelY powered
sporl5 car. $1,750. 256-0261.

Lobby-Simms

Vol. 72

Q

FacultvI Meetina
To Get Action

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and en•
tire West. Good salaries~ Free :registraticm period.. Southwest Teachers AgenCY1
1303 C(lnira] N.E.~ Albuquerque.

7)

J

MISCELLANEOUS

------------------------to

WANT IDEAL 'fENANT'? Mature woman
~tudent 1\·isbcs
rent attracth·e, small
unfumi~hcd bouse with yard near Uni·versity beginning June-. Long term. Will
1a1u.~ good cnl"C' of praperty. Faculty
?eferences. 6~8-0562 after 5 P.M.

KOPY- KORNER
lor UNM Students only

-..""

8

Building Downtown, 4th &

Gold
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247-4406

Chocolau'e
Bananas
New Billboard

2300 Central SE
(just across from Popeioy Hall)

Get Ready
For Fiesta
At Cooper•s •••

By SANDRA SCHAUER
The Mirage and Thunderbird
editors for 196!J-70 were selected
last night by the UNM Student
Publications board.
Lynn Hudson, a junior comparative literature major, was named
the new Mirage editor, and Bill
Pike, a junior speech major, was
named as the new Thunderbird
editor.
Miss Hudson was the Thunderbird editor this year and was among five applicants for the Mirage editorship. Pike was among
four applicants for the Thunderbird editorship.
Re-Examination
Miss Hudson said there will be
a complete re-examination of the
yearbook next year.
"Next year's yearbook will have
a firm journalistic basis and justi-

-~
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But it's still straight.

WESTERN SHIRTS
WESTERN PANTS
STP:AW HATS
COWBOY BOOTS
• MOCCASINS

•

e
e
e
e

BOlO TlES
WESTERN BELTS
WESTERN TIES
WRANGLERS
LEVIS-LEES

Mreko

you can't get any closer

@1969 North American Philips Corporation, 100 east 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Black Panther leader To Talk

Mirage Schedules
Student Survey
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Plans Graduation
Lists Commencement Events

•

.

~

honorary degree recipients, and
retiring faculty members.
• 1 p.m.-School of Law Convocation at Bratton Hall, and a
ceremony honoring graduating
seniors of the College of Pharmacy.
• 1 to 3 p.m.-Convocation and
reception for College of Engineering degree candidates and their
guests at the College of Engineering complex.
• 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.-Graduation
and entertainment for the degree
candidates, their families, friends,
and the faculty at Zimmerman
Field.
• 4:30 p.m. Baccalaureate
Mass for all graduates, families,
and friends at the Aquinas Newman Center.
• 7:30 p.m.-77th Annual Commencement Exercises at the University Arena and presentation
of the Popejoy dissertation prize.
A eel'tificate-granting ceremony
for students completing the Dental Program will be held Sunday,
June 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the Kiva.

The 77th UNM Commencement
will be held Friday, June 6 at
7:30 p.m. in the University Arena.
Commencement speaker will be
Elvis J. Stahr, former Secretary
of the Army under Pre&ident
John Kennedy.
Graduating seniors of the College of Nursing will be honored
in a cm·emony in the Kiva from 1
to 3 p.m. Thursday, June 5.
President and Mrs. Ferrel Heady
will honor degree candidates and
their families "at home" from 3
to 5 p.m., and from 4 to 6 p.m. an
open house for College of Education degree candidatell and their
guests will be held in the Elizabeth Simpson Room.
The School of Medicine Convocation will be held Thursday June
5 at 8 p.m. at PopeJoy Hall.
Friday's events htclude:
• 9 a.m.-Mortar Board coffee
honoring graduating senior women, at the Union.
• 10 a.m.-Commissioning ceremoning for NROTC at the Kiva.
• 12:30-Luncheon at Heady 1s
home in honor of the Regents,

t .Jlt.M!:4\~Aft
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The United Mexican-American fidence in Heady as president of
Students (UMAS) plan to present this University, none what so
their charges of discrimination ever," Sandoval said. "He can't
against Mexican-American em- deal with things impartially."
ployees of UNM's physical plant Sandoval feels UMAS showed its
to the faculty at their next meet- reasonableness when it gave
ing, said Arturo Sandoval, UMAS Heady a whole week to respond
to their charges.
spokesman.
Heady said he will issue a
Sandoval said the group will
statement
on the discrimination
also attempt to include their
charges,
"by
the middle of this
charges on the agenda of Saturweek.''
Heady
is also scheduled to
day's meeting of the Board of
speak on the matter at Tuesday's
Regents.
faculty meeting.
Faculty Committee
Sandoval said if the faculty r~; •·
UMAS will ask the faculty to
fuses
the request for an investiset up an investigating committee
gation,
UMAS will turn to direct
to probe the alleged discriminaaction.
"And
by this I don't extion. "Before the whole faculty
clude
the
possibility
of violence,"
we are going to prove the need
he
said.
Sandoval
said that
for an investigation," Sandoval
Lobo Photo by Chester Pninter
UMAS, as a group, is united on
said.
The UNM billboard facing Central advertising this week's Fiesta
"We know we can prove this," this issue.
Sandoval said UMAS doesn't
has been changed to feature a caricature of a cowboy rather than a he said, "and we will ask the
Mexican after members of UMAS complained the sign was deroga- faculty committee not to make really "hate" Myron Fifield, direcommendations, but demands." rector of UNM's physical plant.
tory.
Sandoval said a group of UMAS "We don't even know him," Sanmembers met with UNM Presi- doval said. "Everybody suffers
dent Ferrel Heady on Friday to when someone is discriminated
get a statement from him on the against, even those who are doing
issue. Sa11doval described Heady's the discriminating."
Fifield, when asked by The I.oattitude toward the UMAS debo
to comment on the UMAS
mands as "arrogant." "For all
charges,
said, "We feel that we
practical purposes he told us to
have
treatf'd
everyone fairly and
go jump in the lake," said Sandowe challenge anyone to prove
val.
"UMAS has absolutely no con- otherwise."
fieation,'' said Miss Hudson. "It's a meeting on Thursday, May 15,
not going to be a memory group." of all those students in teres ted in
She said that within two weeks working on the 1969-70 yearbook.
She said the business staff will
there would be a survey of the
general student population" to be paid "equal to the creative
Black Panther Minister of defense Bobby Seale, and
find out what they expect of a staff." She also said she is looking
Bob Mandell will appear in the Union Ballroom Wedfor a student business manager,
yearbook.
nesday at 7 p.m.
The theme for next year's year- preferably a business administraMandell was among 250 arrested at a draft demonbook, she said, will be decided on tion major.
Pike, new Thunderbird editor,
stration in Oakland, Calif. in October, 1967. One of the
lllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllll!llllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt said next year he hopes to have a
"Oakland Seven," Mandell was charged with planning
multi-lingual issue. He said he
to disrupt the Selective Service. He and six others were
hopes to encourage foreign students to write plays, poems, and
acquitted in Oakland in March.
other literary items in their native
Seale was . one of the co-founders of the militant
language.
Black Panthers. Seale, Bobby Hutton, and Huey Newllllllilllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllil!ll:llllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllnllllli
One "'Vild Issue"
ton started the group, Hutton is dead, and Newton is
about three montl1s before the
"One issue will be really wild,"
currently serving a prison term in Chlifornia.
end of school. The theme will be he said.
based on what has happened durActing UNM SDS chairman Mike Colvin said the purHe said he hopes to have an
ing the year, Miss Hudson said.
exhibit of published and unpubpose of Scale and Mandell's visit is "not necessarily to
Staff Organization
lished works submitted to the
speak to the entire student body, but to get together
Miss Hudson plans to begin Thunderbird.
with radical student groups and help them in any way."
staff organization this week with
The Thunderbird will still be
open to new ideas, Pike said.

Pub Board Chooses Editor;
Hudson, Pike Get Positions

It's been single·edged,double-edged,
banded, injectored, plastic-coated,
and now electro-coated.

in two out of three shaves in an inde- your cheeks. Automatically. And with·
out a nick, pull or scrape.
pendent lab test.
The new Norelco has a hidden
And you get a comfortable
shave because the Norelco floating trimmer that pops out for sideburns,
heads curvew1lh your chin, bend with and a push button ior easy f!ip·top
your neck. and even straighten out for cleaning. It also comes in a recharge·
able model that gives almost twice as
many shaves per charge as any other
rechargeable.
We can't sec you changing
the shape of your face.
But we can sec you changing
to Norclco.

r==:: v~~
UMAS· o ~srt

EMPLOYMENT
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The blade.
Whatever else they've done to
it. one thing hasn't changed.
It's still straight.
And your face still isn't.
It's round.
The new Norelco Triple·
header gets around this problem.
We put our unique rotory
blades into three floating heads that
follow your face by going in where
your face goes in. And out where your
face goes out.
This way the new Norelco
gets close enough to shave you as
close or closer than a blade. As found

No. 130

Tuesday, May 6, 1969

PORSH:E SPEEDSTER, 1955. Excellent
body, engine needs work. $900. 2~3·
54gs.

For Theses: lOG% Cellon fibre-Cockle (as Required)
XEROX COPIES 8¢ eoth-No Minimum

..-

MEXICO

ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM uNIVERSITY
CAMPUS. 443 Lafayette PI. N.E. Cor·
nor. Total Price $20,000. Drive by if
interested. Phone 268-4244.

TWO UTAH ear stereo speakers w/grills.
Almost new. $10. Call 299·5623 or 29B·
5273.

LOST & FOUND

2)

NEW

·--------

1968 Y AMARA 305cc; excellent cllndition,
•i:>< months' use, must .sell J968 Cutlass
,S:aprerne, Holiday Coupe, bla.clc and
White_, burmmdy interior. 12,500 milescall 299-6157.
U65 VW SEDAN, $995.00 E,:ccllent Con·
dition. Cal JnCter 5 p.m. 296-4974.
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'Making Something'
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Miss Sydney Suttman, crafts supervisor of the crafts area in
the Union basement, gives free instruction to interested students
wishing to "make something."
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